
Sextortion: Don’t Fall for the Latest 
Email Scam!
It may not be a word you’ve encountered before, but I’m sure
you can tell what it’s about: extortion related to sex. It’s
suddenly become a popular craze among Internet scammers.

Here’s how it works. In an unexpected email, the scammer
claims to have placed a virus on an adult website which (he
says) you visited. This virus supposedly turned on your PC’s
webcam to film you, and stole your contacts list and
personal details. If you don’t pay the scammer a hefty fee
(using the new-fangled and awfully-complicated digital
currency, Bitcoin), he’ll send the video to your contacts. You
can see one example of these sextortion messages below:

This particular message, which I received, isn’t terribly
convincing. Despite having ‘grabbed all my personal info’,
the sender doesn’t even know my name (hence ‘Hi, victim’),
doesn’t quote any of my contacts’ names, and doesn’t offer
any evidence of this supposed video. 
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Therefore, even if I believed I could have been caught in a
compromising situation, this fellow clearly hadn’t done it.

However, there are other messages doing the rounds which
might be more worrying. They accurately quote a password
you use (or have used in the past) for one of your online
accounts, citing that as evidence that your personal info
really has been stolen.

In fact, though, combinations of email address and password
are widely available in the scamming community as a result of
the many data breaches of large companies – TalkTalk, Yahoo,
Adobe, Equifax, eBay, LinkedIn, Uber and countless others.

Scammers simply send their ‘sextortion’ message to any
email address + password combinations they can get their
hands on. It’s nothing personal, and it doesn’t mean that
anything else in the message is true: you just happened to
have an account at a website that was hacked.

You can find another example of the ‘sextortion’ message
by visiting the Action Fraud web page covering this scam at
tinyurl.com/pcksSextortion, and read some practical advice
about protecting yourself from this type of scam. (One
excellent example: if your PC does have a webcam, either
unplug it or cover its lens with a piece of electrical tape
when you’re not using it.)

One vital point, oddly not mentioned on the Action Fraud
page, is never to pay up. I’m sure you wouldn’t, partly because
you know the accusations aren’t true, and also because – even
if you were inclined to try – Bitcoin is absurdly complex to
deal with. But making a payment in this type of situation is
never the end of the issue, it’s the beginning. It tells the
scammer you’re vulnerable to this kind of pressure, and you’ll
almost certainly receive more demands as a result.
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…but never
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Word: Stop the Squiggly Underlines
If you’re a Microsoft Word user, you’ll be familiar with the
coloured, squiggly underlines that appear under words (or
whole phrases) as you type. There are red underlines to
indicate possible spelling mistakes, green ones for supposed
grammatical errors, and you’ll see a blue underline if you
appear to have used the wrong word (such as its/it’s or
there/their/they’re).

Some of these can be jolly useful, especially the red and blue
ones, but they’re not everyone’s cup of tea. Perhaps you’d
prefer to make things simpler, getting rid of as much
superfluous fluff as you can? Maybe you’d just like to type
without distractions, reckoning to run a spell-check when
you’ve finished? If nothing else, you may be keen to get rid
of the green grammar-related squiggles which – in my
experience – suggest saying something very different from
what you meant!

If so, you’ll be pleased to learn that all these squiggles are
optional. Click Word’s File tab at the left of the Ribbon,
choose Options and then click Proofing at the left of the
Options dialog. Below the
heading ‘When correcting
spelling and grammar in
Word’, remove ticks from
the items you don’t want: 

•     Check spelling as you type gives you the red spelling-
related underlines.

•     Mark grammar errors as you type gives you the green
ones.

•     Frequently confused words or Use contextual spelling
adds the blue squiggles.
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Triple-Click: The Quick Way to Select 
a Paragraph of Text
How do you get on with double-clicking? It’s a trick you
get plenty of opportunities to practise in Windows –
opening a folder, or a file, or one of the icons on your
desktop, for instance. And anywhere you can read or write
text, a double-click selects a single word.

If you’ve mastered that, it’s time to get your mouse-finger
limbered up for the next challenge: the triple-click!

As the name suggests, a triple-click means three clicks on
the left mouse button in quick succession. It’s not something
you can use very often, but most word processors allow you
to use it as a quick way of selecting an entire paragraph of
text. Whether you’re using Microsoft Word, WordPad, a web
browser, an email message, or almost any other window
containing text, just move the mouse into a paragraph and
triple-click. As long as those three clicks were sufficiently
close together, the whole paragraph will be highlighted.

Click OK to confirm your changes. When you’ve finished a
document and want to check its spelling, jump to the top of
the first page (by pressing + ) and press the
key. Or spell-check just a single word, phrase or paragraph
by highlighting it and pressing .

F7

F7

Ctrl Home

Run a 
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Now try the
triple-click!

Highlight a
paragraph in one
quick action

You may see an extra option – Check grammar with
spelling. If you dislike Word’s grammar-checking as
much as I do, you may also like to switch that off so
that, when you run a spell-check as explained below, it
won’t get all sniffy about your grammar.
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